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	Everyday Data Structures, 9781787121041 (1787121046), Packt Publishing, 2017

	A practical guide to learning data structures simply and easily


	About This Book

	
		This book is a very practical, friendly, and useful guide that will help you analyze problems and choose the right data structures for your solution
	
		Learn to recognize data patterns for determining which structures apply to a given problem
	
		Explore the unique rules or "gotchas" that will help you become an excellent programmer



	Who This Book Is For


	If you're self-taught programmers in any language who wants to gain a solid understanding of data structures and how to use them to solve real-world problems in your day-to-day development work, then this book is for you.


	What You Will Learn

	
		A rapid overview of data types, applications for each type, best practices and high-level variations between platforms
	
		Review the most common data structures and build working examples in the languages used for mobile platform software development
	
		Understand advanced data structure concepts such as generic collections, searching and sorting algorithms, and recursion
	
		Learn to use Stacks (LIFO) and queues (FIFO) in your daily application
	
		Add/remove objects and nest arrays and dictionaries within another dictionary and understand why such architecture is often preferred or necessary
	
		Get acquainted with the tree structures such as heap, binary, and graphs, apply them to work
	
		Unleash the power of different sorting techniques such as bubble sort, quick sort, merge sort, insertion sort, and radix sort
	
		Perform searching operations on arrays, heaps, graphs, and binary trees in different languages
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Introduction to Compiler Design (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2011

	In order to reduce the complexity of designing and building computers, nearly all
	of these are made to execute relatively simple commands (but do so very quickly).
	A program for a computer must be built by combining these very simple commands
	into a program in what is called machine language. Since this is a tedious and errorprone...


		

Visual Studio Hacks : Tips & Tools for Turbocharging the IDEO'Reilly, 2005
This hands-on guide is designed for developers who want to go far beyond the  obvious features of Visual Studio--the most powerful, feature-rich Integrated  Development Environment (IDE) on the market today. It takes the reader on a  detailed tour through code editor hacks, all manners of customization, even  external tools such as PowerToys. Full...

		

Automata, Languages and Programming: 31st International Colloquium, ICALP 2004, Turku, Finland, July 12-16, 2004, ProceedingsSpringer, 2004
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 31st International Colloquium on Automata, Languages and Programming, ICALP 2004, held in Turku, Finland, in July 2004.
The 97 revised full papers presented together with abstracts of 6 invited talks were carefully reviewed and selected from 379 submissions. The papers address all current...





	

Venture Mom: From Idea to Income in Just 12 WeeksAMACOM, 2015

	You can take care of kids and take care of business. Many mothers today are jumping into the entrepreneurial ring, transforming simple ideas into profit able ventures. And in the process, they're creating flexible jobs for themselves - all with out start-up capital, business plans, or even babysitters. Venture Mom recounts inspiring...


		

Mobile Radio Network Design in the VHF and UHF Bands: A Practical ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
An essential element of radio technology and propagation is how to use radio technology and knowledge of radio propagation to design a network that meets the needs of customers. Mobile Radio Network Design in the VHF and UHF Bands provides the technical and fundamental knowledge required for advanced mobile radio network design to...

		

Mastering Visual C++ 6Sybex, 1998
At 1400 pages, Mastering Visual C++ 6 is the one-stop reference for programmers (beginners through experts) who want to learn Microsoft's powerful 32-bit Visual C++ development environment. The book's tutorial "framework" provides a complete introduction to Microsoft's Win 32 programming architecture that lets you quickly create...
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